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Để biết thông tin về Metro bằng tiếng Việt, vui lòng gọi số điện thoại dưới đây: 323-466-3876
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1. ROLL Called

2. APPROVED August 19, 2020 Minutes, Councilmembers

3. CONSIDER Approval of NextGen Bus Plan Service Proposals for the San Fernando Valley,
Councilmembers

Senior Executive Officer Conan Cheung, Senior Director Joe Forgiarini, and Principal Transportation
Planner Israel Marin provided an overview of the NextGen Bus Plan principles, the changes to the
San Fernando Valley bus service proposals as a result of public comments received through the
workshops held in February and March 2020, then through the public hearing comment period
from July 1, 2020 to August 27, 2020.

A public comment was received by phone from Spier Meyers. Mr. Meyers asked Metro to retain 30-
minute headways for NextGen Line 153 as originally proposed, which operates on Burbank Bl,
connecting Downtown Burbank with North Hollywood B Line (Red) Station. The revised proposal
now lists 60-minute headways. He asked Metro to retain existing Line 750 service, in particular
between Reseda and Universal City/Studio City B Line (Red) Station, rather than replacing with
NextGen Line 240. He expressed concern with the proposed consolidation of existing Lines 237
and 239 and mentioned the impact to Louise Avenue, between Rinaldi St and Chatsworth Street,
and to Rinaldi Street, between Louise Av and Woodley Av. Mr. Meyers described the service area as
being made up of low-density, single-family housing with almost no riders. He pointed out that the
area east of Chatsworth Bl and Louise Av has multistory and multifamily housing, which creates a
denser population. He stated that moving the proposed Line 237/239 service route to this area
would be beneficial as it would connect the area’s public library and pubic recreation center with
Kennedy High School and California State University Northridge (CSUN). He also pointed out that
several CSUN students live in the apartments located in that area, and that no east-west bus
service is provided for them. Mr. Meyers highlighted that this revision to NextGen Line 237/239
would be cost-neutral and provide more fare revenue.

An online comment received from Samson M stated: “If metro remains at an 80% service level, I
don't think we will really be getting a frequent service. Is it really worth it to lose some rapid and
direct lines?”

An online comment received from Bill Lam stated: “lines 94,794 should stay the same and not
change it and add owl service on line 94. line 150 should be extended east to Universal city station
at all times without transferring. line 222 should extend south to connect with line 4/704 via
highland Dr and the Hollywood/Highland Station as well. lines 164&165 should keep interlining
each other at Valley circle. line 154 should keep the Oxnard & Burbank loop and extend line west of
Sepulveda bl to Reseda on weekdays only. line 155 should extend east to Burbank via magnolia with
no transfers Keep lines 734(Sylmar-Sherman oaks)&750 because it is faster than the local lines and
saves people's time too lines to continue with the owl service:601,92”

An online comment received from Lorenzo Mutia stated: “I wanted to thank Metro for retaining
service at Sepulveda VA as well as increasing frequency back to the original proposed 30 minutes
for Line 222 and keeping the line all the way to Hollywood. I am a bit critical however of the need to
keep the rural Lake View Terrace area on Foothill Blvd between Osborne and Sunland, the full
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segment of Line 218 to Cedars as opposed to an extension of the line to the Laurel Canyon G
(Orange) Line Station, and the lack of route changes to Line 761 (to avoid the winding route of
Sepulveda on the Valley-side of the line and use more of the freeway).

A public comment was submitted online by Byron E. The comment reads, “I’m disappointed line
290 will not serve USC-Medical Center anymore. We already have line 94 going into downtown.
Having line 290 doing it as well just creates overlap.”

An online comment received from Juan Munoz stated: “I'm happy that line 96 will be kept until the
regional connector opens because it provides a one way trip to and from Downtown L.A and L.A
zoo and I wish it had more service other than 60 minutes under the proposed plan and even
though line 501 will go through the area but it is every 45 minutes, but also around the
Lincoln/cypress station there isn’t a good layover so I propose keep it between union station and
Burbank”

Councilmember Washburn expressed concerns with the elimination of existing Line 161’s loop
from Calabasas Rd, via Park Granada and Parkway Calabasas in the Line 161 proposal. This loop
through Calabasas serves The Commons at Calabasas, which is the business center of Calabasas.
He noted that he expressed these concerns to Metro staff when the NextGen Bus Study began, yet
they made no changes to the proposed service route. He pointed out that that there are three
service stops on Park Granada, and two service stops on Parkway Calabasas. He understands that
eliminating this detour loop would improve the service time on Calabasas Rd, but is concerned that
several riders needing to access the area would be displaced. Councilmember Washburn also
believes that there are hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth of bus shelters placed on the detour
loop and the time saved would be only three to five minutes; he feels it is a mistake to eliminate
this loop. He noted that no changes were made to existing Line 169 in Calabasas. Chair Perry asked
Councilmember Washburn if he could ask Metro staff to set Line 161 aside for further discussion,
along with any other lines of concern brought up by the Council. Councilmember Washburn
accepted Chair Perry’s offer, and noted that he had no other concerns.

APPROVED Proposals for Lines 92, 94, 96, 150, 152, 153, 154, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 169, 183,
201, 224, 230, 234, 236, 237, 239, 240, 244, 245, 294, 296, 364, 501, 601, 603, 645, 734, 750, 794
and 901, Councilmembers, with Abstention of Councilmember Lopez-Ledesma who was unable to
vote due to connection issues (8-0).

Mr. Marin addressed Councilmember Washburn’s concerns regarding Line 161, stating that Metro
works with local jurisdictions when opportunities for a faster service route arises and that Metro
would work with local jurisdictions to relocate bus benches or shelters to a new locations when
stops are moved.

Councilmember Sloane-Goodman expressed approval of the revised Line 218 proposal that extends
the service to Cedars-Sinai Medical Center; she feels that members of the public will be happy with
the change. She asked staff to clarify how Metro would increase span of service compared to what
is being operated today due to COVID-19 impacts as stated by staff. Mr. Marin replied that those
statements were in response to public comments received by Metro in regard to adjusted service
levels due to COVID-19. Essentially the service level that will be provided is not what is out there
today; the new Line 218 would operate at its normal service levels compared to the service level
being provided right now as part of the COVID-19 related service changes. Mr. Forgiarini clarified
that existing Line 218 service levels were modified due to COVID-19, and the service is now
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operating on a Sunday schedule, which has resulted in shortened hours of service. However, the
new Line 218 under the NextGen would provide a much greater service span, from early morning to
late evening. With the available budget, Metro has allocated two bus vehicles for the service, and
with normal traffic conditions, the service will operate every 60 minutes. Mr. Forgiarini noted that
Line 218 is experiencing slightly better service levels now, arriving every 48 to 50 minutes, because
of its Sunday schedule and reduced street traffic levels due to COVID-19. Mr. Forgiarini confirmed
that under NextGen Line 218 would operate the full existing route and advised that it would likely
operate every 60 minutes and provide later evening service. Councilmember Sloane-Goodman
expressed her appreciation to Metro staff.

Councilmember Washburn expressed concerns that Metro service planners seem to feel that
service timing is more important than customer reach. He suggested that Service Planning look
into the stop patronage for the loop serving Calabasas, which has businesses, residences and a
shopping center in the area that would lose access to public transportation if the proposed Line
161 route is implemented. Councilmember Washburn stated that the stops for both Park Granada
and Parkway Calabasas are always busy, causing him to question why Metro has chosen to
eliminate the loop just to save five minutes of service time. He asked if Metro’s evaluation of Line
161 was of pre- or post-COVID-19 ridership and emphasized that riders need a way to reach their
destinations. While he understands that Metro works with local jurisdictions to relocate bus
shelters, he feels that if there isn’t an urgent need to do so, it shouldn’t be done. Mr. Marin replied
that Metro is looking at alternatives to speed up Line 161 service, noted that the proposal would
not be a significant change to existing Line 161’s route, and that Service Planning is looking at how
relocating stops might speed up service while maintaining service on Calabasas Rd.

Councilmember Washburn commented that riders should not have to take on “pedestrian burden”
to reach their destinations in Calabasas and that he thinks elimination of existing Line 161’s
Calabasas loop would not be a wise decision and expressed disbelief that the City of Calabasas
would find this change to be needed. Mr. Cheung replied that Service Planning saw an opportunity
to improve headways during the peak travel times. NextGen Line 161 would run every 30 minutes,
compared to every 45 minutes with existing Line 161. The change would also allow Metro to expand
service, allowing trips during the evenings. He highlighted the trade-off mentioning that there
would be better service frequency. Councilmember Washburn replied that he feels the change is not
worth making. He asked that the line be reevaluated to find another way to save service time. He
feels the inconvenience to riders needing to reach Calabasas will be significant.

Councilmember Talamantes shared that the transportation staff of the Cities of Burbank and
Glendale drew up a list of concerns for him to bring to the Council’s attention. They support the
proposals for Lines 90, 91, 92, 94, 96, 153, 154, 164, 165, 222, 603, 690 and 794 and have the
following concerns regarding other proposals: With NextGen Line 155’s implementation, existing
Line 155’s service segment between Universal City/Studio City B Line (Red) Station and Downtown
Burbank would be discontinued. The service segment will continue to be served by Burbank Bus’s
Pink Route. The elimination of the existing Line 155 segment, however, only makes sense if
Burbank Bus’s Pink Route provides weekend service, which it doesn’t. This change would leave no
transit service on Olive Av on the weekends. Burbank Bus would consider providing Pink Route
service on the weekends if Metro provides a financial contribution. The convocation will support
the proposed discontinuation of existing Lines 201 and 685, which serves Chevy Chase
neighborhood of Glendale, only if Metro’s new MicroTransit service does not provide service in
Downtown Glendale, or the area west of Verdugo Road. The convocation is concerned that the
service would take away riders from City of Glendale’s municipal bus service, Glendale Beeline. The
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convocation will also support the proposed discontinuation of Line 183 only if Metro’s new
MicroTransit service is expanded to Downtown Burbank. The convocation would like the former
Line 183 riders to have access to Downtown Burbank, Metrolink and the Metro Rail B Line (Red)
using MicroTransit. The current service plan for MicroTransit would only give the former Line 183
riders the option to reach Glendale, but not Burbank. In addition, the City of Glendale is not in
favor of Metro providing MicroTransit service in downtown Glendale as it would take away riders
from Glendale Beeline. They support NextGen Line 501, in particular its service to Glendale, but do
not support the elimination of Line 501 service stops at Hollywood Way and Olive Av. These stops
serve the Warner Bros. Studios and Burbank’s Media District, and are also served by Burbank Bus’s
Pink Route and Green Route. These are highly-utilized stops and will serve future housing projects
in the Media District.

Mr. Forgiarini replied that MicroTransit would serve the destinations and transit connections in
Downtown Glendale east of Verdugo Rd without duplicating other services provided by Metro and
Glendale Beeline. H added that Via, Metro’s current contract mobility-on-demand service, also
provides service in the Downtown Burbank area. He committed to working with Metro’s Mobility-
on Demand team to see if the service could be slightly expanded to the Line 183 service area to
accommodate former riders. Mr. Forgiarini confirmed that Metro staff would work with the City of
Burbank to ensure transit service would cover the corridor of Universal City/Studio City B Line
(Red) Station and Downtown Burbank via Olive Av on both weekdays and weekends, explaining
that having Metro and Burbank Bus alternate to provide weekday and weekend service on Olive is
not optimal; nor is having no service on this street on weekends. He added that Service Planning
would review the concerns about proposed Line 501 and if the service stops at Hollywood Way and
Olive Av, should be retained or relocated to a nearby location on Alameda Av.

Councilmember Talamantes thanked Mr. Forgiarini for his response, and replied that he would
have staff contact him to follow up. Mr. Forgiarini replied that Metro staff is in contact with City of
Glendale who have provided Metro with the comments shared with the Council. Metro staff is also
working with the City of Glendale to determine and finalize MicroTransit service boundaries in
Glendale.

An online comment received from Faramarz Nabavi stated. “NextGen consolidates 237/239 from
Louise/Chatsworth to Woodley/Rinaldi. This area is low-density single-family housing with few
riders. Going from Louise/Chatsworth on Chatsworth to Hayvenhurst/Chatsworth would serve a
denser corridor with multi-story multi-family housing and connect a public library & a recreation
center with Kennedy High School. CSUN students live in these apartments, so this line would give
service to CSUN where no east-west service currently exists. Metro should route the new 237 from
Louise/Chatsworth on Chatsworth to Hayvenhurst/Chatsworth to Hayvenhurst, then on San
Fernando Mission or Rinaldi to go on Woodley S along the proposed route. This would be cost-
neutral and increase fare revenue.” Mr. Marin noted that Mr. Nabavi’s comment was similar to the
comments made by phone earlier in the meeting by Mr. Meyer. Chair Perry directed staff to enter
Mr. Nabavi’s comments into the public record.

Mr. Forgiarini advised that Service Planning would review Councilmember Washburn’s concerns
with Line 161 to see if it is possible to retain the loop from Calabasas Rd in Calabasas so as to not
impact the significant infrastructure in place.

Councilmember Aguirre expressed concern with the proposed elimination of the segment on
Reseda Av between Ventura Bl and Northridge on existing Line 744 as it is a critical route utilized
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by CSUN students to access Metro’s G Line and intersecting streets. She doesn’t feel that NextGen
Line 240 which would replace the existing Line 744 segment on Reseda Av will be capable of
handling the load of CSUN students and community members who use it. She expressed concern
with overcrowding during peak service times, and noted that Line 744 sometimes has to leave
behind riders due to reaching capacity. Mr. Marin replied that Line 240 would operate with 10
minute headways during peak and off-peak times, in contrast, Line 744 operates every 20 minutes.
Having more frequent service with Local and Rapid consolidation would provide better access to all
service stops, not only the Rapid service stops. He added that Line 240 would continue to serve
CSUN Transit Center, thus providing direct service between CSUN and the G Line every 10
minutes. He assured Councilmember Aguirre that providing service to CSUN is a priority to Metro
Service Planning and that adjustments can be made to ensure adequate service is provided there.

Chair Perry expressed concerns that MicroTransit is proposed to substitute for the segment of
existing Line 242 in the Line 243 proposal in the north San Fernando Valley. He noted that the
rollout of the proposed service changes would be done in phases over the next few years, and asked
if it would be designed so that proposed service changes would only be implemented once
MicroTransit is capable of filling service gaps. Mr. Forgiarini confirmed that Metro would not
implement any proposed service changes requiring MicroTransit unless MicroTransit is in place.

Councilmember Talamantes asked how Metro staff will address the concerns he shared from the
Cities of Burbank and Glendale. Mr. Forgiarini replied that the Council could adjust the motion on
those proposals that the Council already voted to approve to state that Metro staff would work with
the Cities of Burbank and Glendale to address the need for weekend bus service on Olive Av. The
concerns raised do not directly address the proposals that the Council approved other than Line
501; an amendment to the motion passed to address the area east of Kenneth with Mobility on
Demand (MOD) service and clarifying that MicroTransit will serve the eastern portion of Glendale
where there is currently Beeline service.

Councilmember Talamantes asked if Metro is committed to maintaining weekend Line 155 service
on Olive Av. Mr. Forgiarini stated Metro is committed to maintaining weekend service on Olive. He
noted that Burbank Bus has actively pursued replacing Metro service on Olive Av, and Metro
incorporated those efforts into the NextGen proposals. He understands that not having weekend
service on Olive Av is an issue, but thinks that providing a hybrid weekday/weekend service
between Metro and Burbank Bus would create confusion amongst riders. Mr. Forgiarini suggested
that the Council vote to approve the Line 155 proposal with the condition that Metro pursue having
Burbank Bus provide that as a seven-day service. Mr. Cheung agreed with that approach with the
condition that it could not be provided by a directly-operated service.

Councilmember Talamantes asked Metro staff to confirm that they will look into his concerns
about the elimination of Line 501’s stops at Hollywood Way and Olive Av. Mr. Forgiarini confirmed
that they would and clarified that existing Line 155 is a directly operated service that is being
transitioned to a municipal operator, Burbank Bus. Metro is not in the position to offer financial
incentives to a municipal operator to operate service on the weekends, and that is a challenge. Mr.
Forgiarini noted that Burbank Bus was willing to provide weekday service on Olive Av and is now
providing this service via its Pink Route.

APPROVED Motion to Withdraw Line 155 from previous approval in order to amend the proposal,
Councilmembers (8-0).
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APPROVED Proposals for: Lines 90, 91, 290, 690; 158, 167; 222, 237, 656; 233; 744, 761 and 788,
and 218, Councilmembers (8-0).
1.
Councilmember Talamantes alluded to Mr. Forgiarini’s concern about providing a hybrid service on
Olive Av between Metro and Burbank Bus as a solution to the elimination of the existing Line 155
segment on Olive Av and Burbank Bus only providing service on weekdays. He asked if that
concern could be addressed by having Burbank Bus eliminate their service and having Metro be the
sole provider of the service throughout the week. Mr. Forgiarini advised that Metro could provide
the weekday service which would be a duplication of Burbank Bus service which would not be
advised in the NextGen Bus Plan. Metro cannot provide funding to Burbank Bus to provide service
of that segment on the weekends.

Chair Perry clarified that the only real option is to retain the Metro Line 155 current route or for the
new Line 155 route to be adopted with Burbank Bus assuming the segment and that Metro would
not be able to provide funding for replacement weekend service. Mr. Forgiarini confirmed that is
correct. Hourly weekend service on Olive Av. could be provided on the current route but Metro
would seek to turn it over to Burbank Bus.

Councilmember Talamantes asked what the timeline for implementation of new Line 155 would be.
Mr. Forgiarini replied that it would be anticipated in June 2021 at the earliest.

APPROVED Proposal for Line 155 with the caveat that Metro staff is committed to ensuring that
weekend service is preserved on the Olive Av corridor in cooperation with the City of Burbank,
Councilmembers (8-0).

Councilmember Gonzales asked if any feedback was received from the City of Calabasas or the
public on the Line 161 proposal. Mr. Forgiarini replied that Metro did not discuss the proposal with
City of Calabasas Administration. Mr. Cheung added that a NextGen workshop was held in the
western San Fernando Valley near the City of Calabasas.

Councilmember Gonzales asked when the changes to Line 161 would be made and what would
happen to the bus shelters if the line was changed. Mr. Forgiarini replied that would most likely be
in June 2021, when most of the San Fernando Valley service changes would likely be made. He
added that two of the stop pairs are adjacent to Calabasas Rd and the change involves moving
them from one corner to another which would have some cost; the third is more distant from the
alignment and has approximately 30-40 riders per day. Metro would work with the jurisdiction to
move the bus shelters to productive locations within the jurisdiction. Councilmember Gonzales
suggested requesting feedback from the City of Calabasas on the proposal before finalizing the
decision to adopt the new alignment.

Councilmember Washburn agreed that it would be good to obtain City feedback; he was Mayor
when the decision was made to install those bus shelters which have been in place quite a while
and the City is proud of those shelters. He suggested contacting the Mayor and the Director of
Public Works to ensure that the City is in favor of the changes and that the cost of moving the bus
shelters could be covered before making changes to save a few minutes of time. Councilmember
Talamantes confirmed that bus shelters are the responsibility of the jurisdiction and thinks it would
be good to contact the City first. Mr. Forgiarini commented that staff is happy to maintain the
current route though the evening hours may have to be slightly trimmed to accommodate the
additional time that the bus operates on the current route throughout the day.
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Chair Perry asked to confirm whether there would be opportunities to take up the proposal again
after discussing with the City of Calabasas. Mr. Forgiarini confirmed that was correct.

APPROVED Maintaining existing Line 161 route with stops on Park Granada and Parkway
Calabasas, Councilmembers (8-0).

Councilmember Weissman put forth a motion to not change Lines 242 and 243. He stated that
there is no line that goes on Winnetka north of Devonshire to Rinaldi, Winnetka dead ends at
Devonshire in Northridge. The only line that currently services Porter Ranch comes off of Tampa
which does a turnaround in front of the shopping center. It is a very infrequent, inefficient line and
the only service in the area. If you travel past Tampa, Corbin, Porter Ranch Dr to De Soto during
peak hours, you would see the people trying to get to Porter ranch for jobs. The same is true in the
north and northwest San Fernando Valley. The service to Porter Ranch is inadequate but to believe
that there is nothing north of Northridge is naïve. The line should be reconsidered to provide
service to the brand new shopping center which provides 1,000 jobs, the Shepard of the Hills
Church which has 5,000 worshippers who come from all over the San Fernando Valley, as well as
two other area churches and synagogues. To eliminate the serve would eliminate that access. He
doesn’t think MicroTransit will solve the issue because it will not bring people into or out of the
area; it will only serve people in Porter Ranch. He thinks the lines should be revaluated and
redesigned to better serve the area.

Councilmember Washburn commented that the Council’s job is to help people who are struggling
to find work or keep their jobs. Metro is one of the few options those people have. Metro needs to
be cognizant of the impact that the Line 242/243 and 161 proposals would have on the workforce.

Councilmember Perry asked when the Line 161 change would be implemented and how long the
MicroTransit pilot would run. Mr. Forgiarini replied that it would be implemented in June 2021,
MicroTransit would need to be in place before restructuring the line. Mr. Cheung added that the
pilot would be in place for a minimum of three years. When designing this service change, Service
Planning significantly improved the service levels to double current frequencies throughout the day
and added evening and Sunday service. They felt this would serve the general vicinity better
especially for short distance trips. They worked with MicroTransit which originally did not have
Porter Ranch in their service area and asked them to extend it up past Devonshire; they are
incurring costs to do so. They feel it’s a better service that should be able to penetrate into Porter
Ranch north of Rinaldi St, which the current service does not. Mr. Forgiarini added that
MicroTransit would offer one-seat rides to key locations such as Chatsworth Station and CSUN,
making it much easier to get to those destinations.

Vice Chair Canales Cortez noted that Line 243 cannot be used to get to religious services on
Sundays as there is no weekend service; nor does Line 243 provide evening service to those
communities, whereas MicroTransit would serve people wherever they need to go including on
weekends and in evening hours. She thinks it is a good tradeoff to provide more service for people
along the corridor.

Councilmember Talamantes asked if Councilmember Weissman doesn’t find the proposed
frequencies and span of service to be an improvement over existing service. Weissman agreed that
existing service is poor but he doesn’t think that eliminating service north of Devonshire will
improve traffic to Rinaldi St. He is concerned that there are thousands of residents north of Rinaldi
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that will be left without access to fixed route service to get to and from Porter Ranch. While it may
be a good option for Porter Ranch residents, he doesn’t think that MicroTransit is a good option for
students from CSUN who might work in Porter Ranch as it may be more expensive than fixed route
service. In his view, the proposal doesn’t improve service to Porter Ranch, it eliminates it. He
thinks the proposal should be reconsidered.

Vice Chair Canales-Cortez asked staff what the pre-COVID use of the stops north of Devonshire to
be discontinued was. Mr. Forgiarini replied that the stops had a total of 133 boardings and 150
alightings on average weekdays in October 2019, a high point of pre COVID ridership. Vice Chair
Canales-Cortez speculated that those riders could be carried in as few as 13 trips a day of 7-9
people. Mr. Forgiarini concurred and clarified that MicroTransit trips are not required to carry that
many passengers.

Vice Chair Canales-Cortez asked for clarification on the Councils’ options to vote on the proposal.
Mr. Forgiarini clarified that were the Council to vote to maintain the current route, service would be
operated less frequently than the current service due to the need to balance the NextGen Plan’s
service hours budget.

Councilmember Talamantes asked Councilmember Weissman if he agrees that the expanded span
of service and more frequent headways would be an improvement. Councilmember Weissman
replied that he does not. He thinks that increasing traffic along Devonshire is not a good idea as it
is not a business district and doesn’t have the business or restaurant density that Porter Ranch
does. If the change is intended to provide service from east to west Valley to the manufacturing
center in Chatsworth, he thinks there are better ways to do that along Plummer, Nordoff, or
Parthini. He doesn’t agree with eliminating the segment for low ridership when Metro has
previously kept services with even lower ridership, particularly if NextGen will keep other services
with similarly low ridership.

Vice Chair Canales-Cortez replied that not everyone has access to MicroTransit and that the
proposal would provide improvements to the entire line. Councilmember Weissman replied that he
doesn’t think the proposal is an improvement when a large segment is being eliminated. He
doesn’t think that residents of the northwest San Fernando Valley should be not be entitled to
service because they are more affluent, because the people who work there don’t all live there.

Chair Perry asked staff what the costs of maintaining the existing proposal would be in relation to
the overall NextGen Plan. Mr. Cheung replied that the line is self-contained; the Council can vote to
maintain the current service or adopt the new service.

Chair Perry shared that Supervisor Barger has been concerned also an advocate of trying new
strategies such as Mobility on Demand to provide connectivity and similar pilot programs. She has
been anxious to test the efficacy of the MicroTransit Program. If it is successful, he thinks it is clear
that it would provide better coverage; the Valley is unlikely to be able to get both fixed route and
MicroTransit in that area; it also would not be a good idea to cannibalize existing service by rolling
out MicroTransit.

Mr. Cheung replied that the proposed MicroTransit service does include Porter Ranch; he doesn’t
know what its guaranteed wait time will be since they expanded the zone. Fixed-route service runs
on a schedule, where MicroTransit has a fixed number of vehicles that can ebb and flow in
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response to demand. Staff thought it would be beneficial service for the area as routing and
amount of service can be flexible.

Chair Perry requested a report on MicroTransit with more detailed info. Mr. Cheung replied that
MicroTransit did not originally include Porter Ranch in their proposed service area as they didn’t
feel there was a market of potential ridership that far north. Knowing that Line 243 was being pulled
back, they were willing to extend the service into Porter Ranch. Chair Perry asked what the northern
boundary of the MicroTransit service area would be. Mr. Cheung replied that it does go into Porter
Ranch; Mr. Forgiarini added that it extends to cover the full residential catchment north of Rinaldi,
rather than just touching the business district on Rinaldi.

Councilmember Sloane Goodman asked for clarification of staff comments on the Line 243
proposal. Mr. Cheung replied that fixed route and on-demand services are separate and cannot be
combined as a proposal. To implement and maintain on demand MicroTransit service to Porter
Ranch has a cost that has to come from Metro’s Operations budget.

Councilmember Talamantes asked how MicroTransit would work. Mr. Forgiarini replied that rides
can be reserved via an online app or by calling and speaking to a live operator to make the
reservation. The service provides much greater coverage than fixed bus stops, as they only have to
verify the safety of an area to pick up a passenger.

Councilmember Weissman asked whether MicroTransit has a designated number of vehicles
assigned to each area or if they operate through the entire Metro MicroTransit system. Mr. Cheung
replied that there is not set number assigned to an area. If an area generates a lot of demand,
similar to ride hailing services, vehicles would go to where more people are asking for the service.
There are 6 zones proposed, the other similar program in the Valley is Mobility on Demand at
North Hollywood.

Councilmember Weissman asked if Glendale would be sharing the vehicles to be used within Porter
Ranch. Mr. Cheung clarified that each zone will have vehicles assigned to it; they won’t be coming
from another zone.

Vice Chair Canales-Cortez commented that while no area wants to be test case, she finds this to be
a modern way to address the needs of the area. Councilmember Weissman commented that in his
10 years on the Council, he’s heard similar arguments for Metro to not extend service to areas such
as Pacoima and Sylmar; his concern is the area of the Valley not served and underserved by Metro.
He is concerned because the cost and efficacy of this pilot program is not known and there are no
guarantees that it will be maintained. He thinks the process of having the Councils vote before a
route can be eliminated is a better way of doing things rather than relying on a pilot program.

MOTION to Retain existing Line 242/243 Service for further consideration and study by Metro;
Motion Failed, with Councilmembers Weissman, Talamantes, and Washburn supporting (5-3).

APPROVED Proposal for Lines 242/243 with Councilmembers Washburn and Weissman
Dissenting (6-2).

4. RECEIVED Regional Updates, Joe Forgiarini, Senior Director, Tito Corona, Community Relations
Manager
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Current system ridership is approximately 55% of pre-COVID ridership levels. The UV portable light
pilot program continues. The East San Fernando Valley Light Rail Transit Project (ESFV LRT)
FEIR/EIS 30-day review period will begin Friday, October 2, 2020. The project team will bring an
update to the October Council meeting. The L Line (Gold) Bus Bridge service will begin October 24
as part of a 2-year closure to complete work on the Regional Connector Project; shuttle service will
transport passengers between Union Station and Pico/Aliso Station. The Patsaouras Plaza Busway
Station is anticipated to open in fall. September is Bike Month and Metro is offering various
promotions, games, and free virtual bicycle education safety training. Metro’s Community
Conversations series continues; the next event will focus on the San Fernando Valley. The NextGen
Bus Plan will go to the Metro Board at their October meeting.

Councilmember Aguirre asked when the Council will receive an update on the Nordoff BRT. Mr.
Corona replied that alternatives are still being evaluated and some studies being completed. There
will likely be community updates in early 2021.

Nate Zablen commented that Metro has had a mandate requiring that people wear masks when
riding the system for six months but there are lots of people riding who do not comply. On every
bus, there are one or two people who are not wearing a mask. He knows operators cannot enforce
the mandate, but thinks more effort should be made to get people to comply without
confrontation. Buses are getting more crowded, making it impossible to social distance. He noted
that. Metro’s signage on the buses has conflicting messages; some says to wear a mask if possible,
while others say that a mask is required. On the metro rail, it’s almost impossible to enforce. There
are more people traveling on the bus bringing their belongings and blocking the aisle or the door
making it difficult to alight.

5. PUBLIC Comment for items not on the agenda - None

6. CHAIR and Council Member Comments

Councilmember Weissman commented that the Council has a tradition of spirited discussion and a
history of, when making decisions, that once the majority rules, they can move on to the next item.
He appreciates everyone’s comments on all of the issues discussed. It is obvious that the
Councilmembers take their positions on the Council seriously, and regardless of the decisions
made, it is good to know that people are investing the time to study the plans. He thanked staff for
time to provide the information so that the Council can have these exchanges.

Councilmember Sloane Goodman acknowledged staff’s work on NextGen; this meeting was the
culmination of a lot of work; she thinks they’ve done a phenomenal job of synthesizing the
feedback received. She also complimented the Chair on doing a great job during the meeting.

Councilmember Talamantes shared that at last night’s Burbank City Council meeting, the Council
voted to make face coverings mandatory with an administrative citation order which includes a fine
for first, second, and third violations of the order. They also directed the City Manager to hire a
private security firm to enforce the order. He thanked staff for all the work they put into the long
NextGen process; he thinks they did an awesome job of putting it together.
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Councilmember Washburn acknowledged staff’s work with the Council; he thinks that the fact that
the Council only had discussions around three or four of the proposals is testament to that. He
congratulated staff on mission accomplished, a job nicely done, and thanked them for the effort.

Vice Chair Canales Cortez thanked the Council for selecting her and allowing her the privilege to
represent them on the External Working Group (EWG) just over 2 years ago. The EWG meetings
were attended by a large group of community partners representing various groups and it was a
privilege to represent the Council. She thanked staff for the incredible amount of work they
completed on NextGen. She noted that this is the beginning of the next phase; she is sure that the
Council will return to revise service proposals over the next several years, which is the beauty of the
service planning system, that they can assess the changes and if something doesn’t work, they can
pivot. She has faith that NextGen will make a difference in the way that Los Angeles County
residents get around.

Chair Perry thanked the public for their participation throughout this long process and sharing lots
of great ideas as reflected in how seriously staff took their recommendations and how they
influenced the proposals. He noted that such a system design hasn’t been completed in over 20
years, and attributed the fact that there was so little disagreement demonstrates staff’s
commitment to providing the best possible product. He thanked staff for assisting with managing
the meeting, and his fellow Councilmembers and the public for staying through the meeting’s
entirety. He commented that service planning is not a perfect science, and noted that it is good to
see the level of passion from his fellow Councilmembers; it demonstrates their strong advocacy
and care about their regions of the San Fernando Valley. He then thanked everyone for their time.

ADJOURNED at 9:34 PM


